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IHTROPUOTIQif.

It has long boon known that tho solubility of mny

organic substances and also of gases in mfcor is 1worod

by tho addition of salts. This 's&lttng-out offoot11

tos first studied by Soiohdnow (Ann. Chin.Phya., 2b, 2;jC,

1092)» who found that tho relation

log So/S « k c

was obeyed, approximately for gases in aqueous solution.

S© » solubility of tho gas in water,
S « solubility In salt solution,
0 a concentration of salt In no!on per litre,
k «) a constant for a given salt,

Ikssoroue investigations have bean rn.de since. Among

the more rocont nay bo mentioned those of Olasstone cm

Pound on the solubility of ethyl acetate in solutions

of the alkali ha1ides and of some non-electrolytes

{.T.0.8., 127, 2660, 192&), of Gross and Schwartz

(honatsh., 66, 887, 19.30) and of Gross, rohwartz and

Isor, (ibid., 55, 329, 1030), on the solubility of

acetone and hydrocyanic acid in solutions of various

salts.

A theoretical explanation of the effect wan riven

by Pcbye and fl°Aulay (ffaysik.Z., 26, 82, 1986). They

found that the deviation of the activity coefficient

of tho non-electrolyte from unity, due to the ©ffoot of

the non-electrolyte in reducing the dielectric constant

of water, is given to a first a yproximtioa by the

equation,

l0Rf„ „ an.
ED'rkT.



nativity coefficient of the non-oloctrolyto

no. of molecules of salt per oc. of solution

no, of ions of the l^1 kind

tho electronic charge

filoloc trio constant of water

mean ionic radius

Boltamnn constant

absolute tenporature,

The constant, a, is defined by the relation,

t> « Dr (1 - an) ♦ where D is tho dielectric constant of

the solution containing: n nolooulos of tho non-electro¬

lyte por oc,

Randall and Failey (Chen.Hov., 4, 871, 1987)

studied ell the data then available don liny with tho

activity ooeffioionts of gases, sparingly soluble non-

electrolytes and. tho undissocle tod parts of weak

electrolytes In salt solutions, end xvoro able to show

that there was at least qualitative agreement with this;

equation.

Previous to 1930, the offect had boon studied

almost exclusively in dilute aqueous solutions, eithor

by mens of solubility measurements with soerlngly

soluble non-electrolytes or by distribution no;;nurorients

bo twoon tho aqueous solution end an iwiiscible solvent

in which the electrolyte was not soluble, Then Shaw

and -Hitler (Proo.Roy.Soc., 189, 519, 1930) determined

the effects of lithium chloride on tho vapour pressures

of water and alcohol in solutions containing from 6,4

•whore to a
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to 100 moles ?>©r cent alcohol# with lithium chloride at

oone©nfcratIons of 0,0# 0,5, 1.0, and 4,0 racial, They

found that tho lithium chloride lowered fch© activity of

the water and might either raise or lower that of tho

alcohol# according to tho exposition of tho solvent

and tho concentration of lithium chloride. Hi©

fractional lowering of the vapour pressure of water was

found to ho always greater than that of alcohol. They

established an approximately linear relationship between

the relative activities of both water and alcohol and

tho mole fraction of alcohol in the solvont at constant

lithium chloride concentration.

The relative activities ore defined as follows

Let the partial va our pressure of alcohol over the

solution being considered bo , and tho vapour

pressure of pur© alcohol at tho sane temperature pa°.

Til© activity of alcohol in this solution is then

89 Pa / Par'»

provided that the vapour obeys the ideal gas laws.

Similarly, the activity of water in the solution is

ow « Pw / Pw°.
Let aa° bo the activity of alcohol in e given

mixture of alcohol and water, end a*? its activity

in tho same solvent containing lithium chloride,

the Relative Activity of alcohol in tho latter

solution is then %

u© / afl°.

Similarly the relative activity of water is aw / awa.



Shaw and Bailor found that, whereas tho linear

relation hold In solutions containing freei so to loo

moles per cent of alcohol, the vapour proasurea of

alcohol in the 6,4 moloa per cent solutions ware raised

by lithium chloridn to a considerably greater extent,

©specially at a high concentration of lithium chloride.

It was, therefor®, felt that further investigation

was necessary for dilute alcoholic solutions.

The method used was essentially th® not as that

used by Shaw and Butler, a number of minor improvements

being made.

The method depends on th© fact that, mahout air is

bubbled through n solution? it becomes saturated with

th® vapour of each volatile component at its partial

vapour preaeuro. Bear©, l^Vlonr and Ferguson {J.phys.

Chom,, 36 i, 1060, 1931) wore ©bio to ©how that In such

n octao the partial pre ©sure of e vaocmr in tho pre©onoo

of dry air or dry carbon dioxide was practically

identical with the true vapour pressure, Th© weight

of each component remove-.., therefor©, by a known volume

of sir, can bo ueed to determine these .partial vapour

pressure©»

A volume V of dry air, mensored at the anno temper¬

ature, t°G, ®<* the solution and at atmospheric pressure

is saturated with tho vapours f -am th© solution.

Let wj » tho wight of water removed as vapour,
Wg w the weight of alcohol removed as vapour,
p » tho atmospheric pressure and
t « th® tomparsture of th© solution.



The volume of vaster vapour, measured under tho some

condition© as the air. In

m/t*i X 224m x (073 4 t)/873 x 760/P CO, « V} co.,

whore M| is the molecular weight of water.

Similarly, tho volume of aloohol vapour le

wp/«p x 02400 X <073 4 t)/273 X 760/P GO. • Vp 00.,

where Me is the molecular weight of alcohol.

Therefore, tho total volume of saturated air at

atur© trD end atmospheric pre a sure P to

¥ 4 vi 4 wp »

where V is tho volume of dry air.

Assuming that the ideal gas laws are obeyed, we have,

as a result of Dalton's lav? of partial pressures,

Pi 13 vi /(V + v% 4 vp) x P and

po, a Vp /(? 4 VI 4 Vp) X F ,

where pi is the partial pressure ©f water in the solution

and pe is the partial pressure of aloohol.

boon

that

Possible errors in this Calculation had already

Investigated fully toy Shaw and Butler, who shewed

they could too neglected.



KXP,-Hil3T-:HTAL,

I, FRFPAB/iTIQH OF MAff&RXAbS,

^ * Alcohol. Gomnorcial absolute alcohol was

allowed to stand over freshly burned quicklime for a

week in © stoppered flask, the contents being shaken at

frequent Intervals, It was then refloated on a water*

bath for eight hours, and finally distilled slowly,

using end eight bulb fractionating column, and re footing

the first ant! last portions {banner, J.A.C,S., 44, £832,,,

1920|, All stoppers were protected from aloohol vapour

by tin*foil and, during refluxing and distilling, the

aloohol was protected from atmospheric moiature by

calcium chloride tubes. The middle portion of tho

distillate was collected and stored in o brown-coloured

Winchester having a tightly-fitting ground glass stopper.

The alcohol was further protected from the atmosphere

by having n rubber cop tied tightly over the stopper,
*' " ■

: ■ ' k ;;,i ' . sn
The alcohol had a density of » 0,704-96 and e

respective tndeai of n|p » 1,36146,

(b) . l ithium Chloride. Thlo wee prepared from

a preparation which analysis showed to hovo a

chlorine content corresponding fairly closely to LiCl,

This wen dissolved in absolute alcohol and filtered.

The filter was made up of hooch asbestos supported on

glass wool in a Hlrsch funnel and was washed very

thoroughly with hot water and then with absolute alcohol

The greater part of tho aloohol was then evaporated off



above SO13©, and under- ncducod pressure. The anhydrous'

lithium chloride which separated wna filtered quickly
v

at the prnso and transferred to a II a ok. (On on©

occasion, thoro appeared to b© ©n oily imparity in fcho

lithium chloride and this was removed at this point in

tho purification by washing with ether, In which lithium

Chloride appears to be only sparingly soluble)• It'
*

■was then dried in the rrnmor described by Pearce and

Hart 44, 2411, 1922) by heating to 170"C, in

a stream of pure dry hydrochloric ©old gas and then

heating gently in a stream of pur© dry hydrogen, until

the last traces of hydrochloric ©old wera removed.

The hydrochloric acid gas was generated from "a0B»0

sulphuric and nAmK." hydrochloric acids and was dried

by bubbling through concentrated sulphuric acid and

then passing over phosphorus pentoxido contained in a

long inclined tub©..

Tho lithium chloride so prepared was kept in a

vacuum dea sicca tor ovor phosphorus per. toxide, On

analysis for chlorine content it gave a pcroontego of

chlorine of 6S3.&0#. (Theory, ©S.Ol/.i),

II. APPARATUS. ■

"lAasuremont of tho volume of air used wa® made in

the glass bulb V, which ©Mod in a capillary at top and

bottom. ■ t tii© top mis a capillary two-way tap, on©

connection being with tho calcium chloride towers to

allow filling with dry air, th© other being with the



bubbler B» from til© bottom, eoraiectim was macio with

the mercury reservoir R through a length of foeevy

pressure tubing* The volume of the bulb, between »n

etched mark on the town? capillary and the bor© of the

tap, was determined by weighing tb« volume of morcury

contained between thea© points*

Saturation of the eir with the vapours of the solution

was attaint in the bubbler B* This ooris!sted of

three glass tubes fused together at © slight angle to

the horizontal, the lower entrance to each being a fin©

Jet which allowed the air to pass through as a stream

of snail bubbles* These travelled slowly and took

almost lb seconds to pass through the bubbler, As the

results wer© reproducible and Independent of the rate

of passage of sir within the range employed, it woe

assumed that the air was completely saturated. The

onrnono of the bend ode*, which did not contain liquid,

was to give any spray, which might heV© been carried

over msehsnleally, the opportunity of settling out.

Beyond % the tube wee kept at u temperature somewhat
higher than that of the thermostat by electrical heating*

Between f and © resistance wire wee wound in s spiral«H» <** *'

on a she ©to a paper wrapped round the tube, the winding

being carried below the level' of the wotor in tho

thermostat* The wider tub© at © wee to keep the

winding dry and was fixed with n split rubber stopper,

©lose- with sealing-wax* ."rem f to the condenser A*

tho tub© vtop heated by an ordinary heating-mat*



As the capacity of th© bubbler was about 200 ec,» the

small ©mounts of material removed by eve oration could

cause no appreciable change in the composition of the

aolutiona.

Complete ocroflonaatlon of tho vapour3 carried ovor

by the air ?iaa obtained in th© condenser tub© A, which

»9 connected with th© bubbler by & well-fitting ground",

glass joint. The two parte of til® Apparatus were

wired together firmly round tho place hooks h. The

tub© A was surrounded by a sludge of carbon dioxide enow

and ether in a Thermos flash* The cordonan to oolleotop
at the bottom of tho tub® A.. in preliminary oxnortonta,

when the exit from A tor connected with weighed absorp¬

tion -tubes and those with a small sulphuric ©old pulsi-
•b

meter* It was found that condensation was complete,

provided that the rate of bubbling through tho pulsimeter

mm not greater then one bubble every two seconds. In

th© subsequent experiments, tho pulsinetor only \mo

attached to prevent the entry of moisture.

Tho thermos tat lied plate-glass aides and was

controlled ©lootrioally, the temperature remaining

constant to ♦ 0,0ln.

Ill, PROOKHMT7.

A bulk of solution was nods up by weight from

absolute alcohol, distilled water and lithium chloride.

;v
>■



Tho vessel V was filled with dry air. The solution

to- bo examined was Introduced into th© bubbler as quickly

as possible from a funnel, ami th© bubbler immediately

placed In position in the thermostat end connected to ?,

The heating-mat ©aft ©oil wore now connected and, eftor

a few minutes to allow them to become warm, tho prelim-

iftftfy babbling was begun and continued for ten nnutoa

to ensure that the quantity and state of the air in th©

bubbler wore th© sari© before and aftor the experiment.

Th© tub© a was aleaned and dried and then weighed after

©banding in the bslsna© esse for thirty minutes* A

calcium chloride tub© we© attached at T> and the air in

the tube displaced by dry air which was racked in gently.

Tli© tub© wee stoppered at 8 and immersed in the cooling

mixture, until no more air was drawn In* lite prelimin¬

ary bubbling was stopped and the tube A attached to tho

bubbler. The electrical heating was extended to tho

bond in th© tube A and the pulsimoter substituted for

tho calcium chloride tube, fhers vessel V had boon

re-flllod with dry sir and this hod assumed the tempera¬

ture of tho thermostat, tho mercury level was adjustod

to tho etched lino on the 1o-or capillary of V while

the ten at the top was in full connection with th©

calcium chloride towers. The tap was closed and the

reservoir raised partly. $hen the air pressure in V

was steady, the tap was opened cautiously and air began

to pass through the bubbler. The rate was adjusted to

th© maximum of one bubble in the pulslraetor ©very two

seconds* During tho bubbling, the reservoir was rained



gradually until the mercury level in V was at the bora

of the tap. Tho tuba A was than disconnected, atopperfed

at v-t loft In tho Thames for five nlnutes, then removed
■

and allowed to stand for five minutes to ooae to reap

temperature. It was then stoppe red at 13 and wiped

carefully, After standing in the balance ease for

thirty minutes, tho stoppers wore removed with no little

handling as possible, and tho tube weighed.

In order t© estimate tho proportion of aloohol to

water in the condensate, the tube A was cleaned and

connected as before, but without weighing, A volume

of from five to ten litres of dry eir (I.e., sufficient

to give about 0,6 gn, condensate), from « gas reservoir,

was then bubbled through tho same solution, taking from

tea to twenty hours to pass. After £ had reached room

temperature as before, the condensate was allowed to

flow round the inside of the tube to ensure nixing with

any liquid <x<hlch had not run down into the bulb. The

composition of the condensate was then determined by

comparing with a standard solution in a 2*eias Industrial

Interforoneter, Hie cell of the interferometer la

divided Into two compartments, L and R. The standard

solution was always put in the compartment B and was a

40% (by weight) solution of aloohol and water for the

condensates from the 2 moles per cent solutions and a

46$ solution for those from the 4 moles per cent solutions.

Solutions of known concentrations were then placed in

compartment L and the readings found at which the two



sets of fringes oolheided, »• roo those results, caiib-

rafcion curves were drawn. fhe cordons- to obtained

on experiment ma then ooapied with the standard

solution In tfc ? sum© way. Ueing the observed reading,,

the percentage alcohol re?' then read from the graph with

an accuracy of within on© part in on© thousand.

At least two experiments were carried out with each

solution.



OAIIBBATIQW OF imm-miomm®.

Teblo 1 gives? the readings on the seal© obtained

with 40 % alcohol solution In oonpartnant J£ , ami other
solutions in oonnartmont , ?ho result of plotting.

\ "eonlo reading* against *weight $ ItOM:t is shown in

Fig* 2*

Table II givos similarly the readings with 46 |f
alcohol in oorapartmnt H » and. these results are plotted

in Fig, 5*

TABLE I TABLE II.

4o % in a. 48 % iri R.

wt, % FfcQB seal© Reading t. % RtOH r,erlo Bending

SI - t§S 47 146
48 226.

32 - 728 49 296
60 364

33 * 636 51 433
62 502

34 * 638 63 669
54 633

36 - 446 66 897
66 757

36 * 366 67 817
58 871
69 918
60 962
61 1064
62 1046
83 1005
64 1121

Before work was begun on tho 2 and 4 rnoln per cent

solutions, a oheek was mdo on Shew ana lutler1 s values

for tho 6*4 mols per cent solutions, with lithium

chloride at concentrati one of per© and 4 tnolel, The



VARIATION OF PARTIAL VAPOUR PRESSURE OF FTHYT, ALCOHOL
WITH CONCENTRATION OF ALCOHOL IN AQUEOUS SOLUTIONS y
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following results v.-or> obtained :

!!a » mole per oont ethyl alcohol In solvent,
n a concentration of lithiun chloride (nolo per

1000 gra solvent),

&a& pn « roapootlvo partial vapour pressures of
water and alcohol,

»a I » | 9m P© | P«* P©
t | 3. and B, | check,

6«4 I 0 j 21.94 J 12.89 j 21.91 J 12.32
0.4 | 4 j 16,66 J 10.01 [ 16.64 { 18,03

PARTIAL VAK>IF- .'BSgpUKF.3 OF JlTVIi AfD AWWQX, IN SOEPTIPHS.

Hie experimental rosu ts are detailed in Table 111,

lf9 , in , end pm hovo fcho same significance as above,
w » ' 'eight of 'totor and nloohol oollooted,

7 «a Volume of air used, (7 « 773,7 eo.)

I.H, « Heading on Interferometer Scale,

f » Atmospheric pressure,

c% and % ss> respective activities of water and alcohol
In solutions (so© p, 3, Introduction)

ays/a^,® and a^/o^0 « respective relative activities
of water and alcohol in solutions.

In Table III are included the results obtained by Shew

end Butler for tlx© solutions with 0,0, 6,4 and 26 nolo

per cent alcohol.

Figure 4, sliows the variation of tho oertiel vapour

pressures of ethyl alcohol and of water with lithium

chloride concentration for tho four series, 0, 2, 4 and

6,4 noln par cent alcohol.



TABLE XII,

Kg n w Moan w ?/V I.R. W»«ub P Moan **. $ w%. %l.B. P„ ale, wator

0.1038 60S 757
G 0.1059 4 40$ 806 767.5 31.2 68.8

0.1040 809 758

0.1063 589 767
0.5 0,1063 4 40$ 687 759,6 33.6 66.5

0.1063 684 , 762

2
0.1074 373

1 0.1073 4 40$ 378 761.8 36.76 64,22
0.1072 377 758

0.1082 162 758
4 0.1082 4 45$ 164 759 47.26 62.74

0,1082 166 760

0.1014 236 768
0 0.1014 3 46$ 239 763 48.2 61.8

0.1014 241 761

0.0699 401 785
0.5 0,0699 2 45$ 402 766 80.63 49.47

0,0699 402 787

1 0.0711 639 747
1 0,0711 2 45$ 841 746.8 52.67 47.43

0.0713 642 746

0.0738 788 _ 784
2 0.07376 2 46$ 8^6 763.6 56.48 43.82

0.0737 782 753

0.B759 nog 748
4 0.0760 2 45$ 1105 749.5 63.6 36.4

0.0761 1106 751



TADX.K III.
(oontd,)

m Pw Pf*
* *

0 85,77 0 1.0000 0 1.GOOO 0

0.5 25,46 0 0.9866 0 0.0866 0

1 23.05 0 0,9696 0 0.9695 0

4 19,21 0 0.8081 0 0,008 0

0 26,00 4,08 0.9676 0.06916 1.0000 i.oooo

0.5 2' .75 4.48 0,9564 0.07695 0.988 1,008

1 122 .14 4.85 0,9314 0.08161 0*963 1.183

4 18,40 6.46 0,7742 0,1094 0.800 1.581

0 £2,4 8.16 0,9424 0.1383 1.0000 1.0000

0.5 2 ,11 8.84 0.9303 0,1498 0.987 1.683

1 21,58 9,56 0.9080 0,1587 0,964 1.148

2 £0,52 10.42 0,8637 0,1766 0.916 1,276

4 17.71 12,11 0,7461 0,2063 0,701 1,486

0 21,94 IS,29 0.9230 0,8085 3,0000 i.oooo

0.5 21.66 15.08 0,9110 0,8617 0 987 1,064

1 21.07 15,87 0.6864 0,2362 0,960 1.129

ft 16.66 18.01 0,7010 0.5064 0.760 1.465

0 19.48 29,08 0.8196 0,4938 1,0000 1,0000

0,5 18.84 30.19 0.7920 0,6126 0,967 1.036

1 18.18 30,90 0,7640 0.6247 0,933 1,063

4 12,70 3.-'- * 00 0.6344 0.6446 0.662 1.132



Figure 4

VARIATION OF PARTIAL VAPOUR PRESSURE
OF WATER WITH CONCENTRATION

OF LITHIUM CHLORIDE

VARIATION OF PARTIAL VAPOUR PRESSURE
Or OF ALCOHOL WITH CONCENTRATION

OF LITHIUM CHLORIDE.
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Figure 6. 9fotma, similarly, tho variation of

ftelatlve Activity with concentration of lithium chlorldo

for or.oh aerlos.

In Tafol© IV, the relative activities of water ana

alcohol are given for oaoh lithium chloride concentration

over the wholo range of alcohol concentrations.

Figure 6, Shears tho variation of relative activity

of alcohol with sol percenter© of alcohol at constant

lithium chloride concentrations,

Fttmro 7, similarly* shows tho variation of relative

activity of water.
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DXBCUSf-lOH,

It will be Botsn from Pig, 4, that tho partial

vapour pressure of alcohol in those solutions is inoroaaed.

by tho addition of lithium oh lorMo, while the partial

vapour preenttre of water is lowered, ftie extent of

those changes is bast given in tease of tho relative

activities, as define i above, Shew arid Butler had

shown that, at a constant lithium chloride concentration,

the relative activities of both water and alcohol are

linear functions of the molar composition of tho solution

from. SO to 100 mols per cent aloohol. It is evident

from Figs. 6, and 7* that this linearity breaks down

for loss concentrated alcohol solutions, the relative

activity of alcohol Increasing much more rapidly than

over th© linear range* Also, the relative activities

of water are slightly less In this region than corres¬

ponds to the linearity. It is evident that the

waalting»out'f of alcohol (as measured by Its relative

activity) increases rapidly at snail concentrations, i»e

its concentration decreases. This effect doe© not

appear to have been noticed previously and. will be of

importance in forming « complete theory of the phenomenon.

It might be expected on general grounds that tixe effect

of ions on the alcohol would be greater the less the

amount oresent, but there docs not appear to be any

basis at present on which the form of the relation can

be calculated.



smmxi.

(1), The pertis1 vppour proaeuros of 2 and 4 mola por

oont solutions of othyl alcohol and mtor, containing

varying proportions of lithium chloride, have bean

imeasures at 86°C., using an air•bubbling method.

(2). It has boon shown from the results that the

linear relationship established by shew and Butler,

between the relative activities of both alcohol and

water and the molar fraction of alcohol in the solvent

breaks down in solutions containing loss than UQ main

per cent alcohol, the relative activity of alcohol, in

particular, increasing much more rapidly than over fch©

linear rang©.



fh© partial mpmr pmnmren of binary solutions

of wator with n~propyl and n-t?utyl alcohol®.
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INTRODUCTION«

Heoult (Ocrapt. rond., 104» 1450, 188? j 2, physlk.

Chem,, 2, 365, 1688) found that tho fractiond lor/oring

of til© va oour nrossure of a solvent by an involatilo

solute was equal to tho nolar fraction of tho solufc©

within o certain rrmno of low concentrations, Hdfi

nay bo expressed an

e

~*oPi - SI - Ho
*r

y/horo p|n » vapour pro©euro of tho pur© solvent,

PI e vapour pressure of tho solution,
at molar fraction of tho solute.

Alternately, this nay bo writ ton.

PI / Pl° * or p| « Pi° »1 .

where H| *» molar fraction of tho solvent.

This relation has com® to be known as Recsilt's Law,

Zawidski <2, physik. Ohma,, 36, 120, 1000), in an

examination of tho partial vapour press-urea of binary

solutions, found that in certain cases this represented

the partial vapour area©urea of both components ovor'

the whole range of concentrations.

The deviations from this law shown by many systems

have given rise to a great amount of discussion end it

is impossible to describe in a short space all tho

considerations which have boon put forward to account

for those deviations. The deviations have generally

boon escribe to interactions between tho two kinds of



nolociilos present in tho solution. Hi©so interactions

my bo of two kinds% ohonloal and physical. The

controversy aa to vhieh at those two typon of inter¬

ference predominates hoc boon carried on for many yonro.

Dolose1ok and his co-workers (JS, physik, Chora,, 04, 707,

1908, otc.) wore the ohiof exponents of the "ohomioal11 j
viow and they regarded all deviations ns evidence of

ahenioal combination of none sort; o, p,, compound

formation between the components or eanocietion of one

or of both components, ■"Itli these effects it la un¬

doubtedly possible to account for any deviation, but

some <5f tho as attractions mde have boon shown to be

contrary to foots, and it has never been demonstrated

tmembiimottsly that the offeats postulated actually
...

ooour,
(

On tho other hand there are various physical inter-

Actions which appear to bo capable of producing: devia¬

tions, Van dor Weals (S, physik, Chora,, 5, 133, 1890)

attempted to account for tho deviations in terras of

cohesive forces between the molecules similar to those

he had postulated In deducing his pressure-volume

isotherm for gases, Van tear (55, physik. Chen.,

7^1 7cS, 1910; 03. 599, 1915) oxtandou this point of
view and obtained en equation which may bo written

*

m log oft « m log Hp * alh
where an « activity of component 'c;s,

« « © function of van dor male9 "b constant,

tl-j, Ho a molar fractions of the respective components.



mure;

5© oh

More recently, Hlldobrand {3 , A, 0, 8,, SB, 146<~, 1916)

h»n referred tho deviations to differences of Internal

pressures of tho two liquids* If tho Internal proa

of tho two liquid© ar© tho oo.no thorn in © solution each

molecule nay be under tine same forces as in Its pure

liquid, Tho vapour pressure is determined merely by

the proportion of tho two kinds of molecules present,.

Bei> If the internal pressures ©re different, deviations

from nmmlt's law occur. booently, ilildohrend

{J, A, C. 8,, 61, GO, 1929) lias shown that the equation

HT log ao/% « Ml2 ,

or its equivalent

log ao/!)o * 1/55T . (bll-j2 + chjS ♦ ...) .

which is used when the parabolic curve of racial heat

of raising against raoler fraction proves unays» etrloal,

a polio a to © largo class of binary mixtures, which h©

tomn regular"f solutions. This equation is similar

to that of van tear*© quoted above. The terms have

similar significance, b and c, to o. first approximation,

are not functions of temperature, Bancroft and his

co-workers (3, Phys. Chen., 55, 3160, 1951) have also

recently re-stated the view that the deviations are

largely do - cnclent on tho association of nolooulos of

on© kind but they have boon careful to point out that

physical offoots which determine tho heats of dilution

may also give rise to deviations, Bancroft and Dnvies

(J, Phys, Chora,, 33, 361, 1920) gave an empirical

equation



G lOg 0} / Op » lOg (p£ • pp«) / P£* ♦ lOg Kj ,

where opt » wapGUr pressure of the pur© solvent,

pr>* ** partial vapour pressure of aolvont in aolut

0-^ , Op o ronpootlvo aaaae® In grata® of th© two

components in solution *

a and Ej « conntauta.
whloh holds for many solutions ovor a wide rang© of

compositions but, as pointed out by Porter (Trans, Far.

900, , 28, 05, 1932) it is inadequate to coves* tho whole

range, ■ Fortor (Trans,Far, BOO,# 15(3), 75, 1920) had

derived a similar equation, and shows that each Is e

special case of the Dttham-Stargules general equation.

In order to explain the point of vim? from whiofc

these cwN&auronents were undortoken, lot us refer to the

partial vapour pressures of water - ethyl alcohol

solutions, which have boon determined by Dobson (J. C. H

127, 2871, 1925) and by Shaw and Butler (froo. Hoy, soo

129A, 519, 1930) at 85°C. (Dee Table I and Fig.2.)

Scttno additional values for low ooneentrntlona of alcohol

taken from part 1 of this thesis oro ®loo inserted.

It will be soon that, in the initial part of the curve,

the partial vapour pressure of the alcohol is nearly

proportional to the molar fraction of alcohol in tho

solution, bat tho slope in this port of the curve is no

that required by Heeult1 s law. That is, if th© linear

port la continued 'to tho axis of par© alcohol, its

intercept on this axis is not equal to th© vapour

pressure of pure alcohol,

.



tabu-: 1»

PARTI T VAPOPR PRt-:r.*ttmWg OP V1TRYI. ALCOHOL IN AQUEOUS fOLUTIOtfiB.

Sfi a llolo .nor- cent alcohol in solution.

Pa » Partial vapour prosatire of alaobol.

8n Pn
3, and B Dobson,

Pa
DJf.t.

8

4 ■iu

4.060

8,186

6.25 10.60

6.4 1. .29 To & IP 12 32

9.17 2 Gli 16.66

13.44 22.27

16.71 if-Xl** 24.00

20,22 26.68

26 29.08

28.49 30.75

33.69
• co-c 32.16

40.04 •£># 36.64

60 56.66 - 2 2_

68,21 f-»i
■ hi! 59.83

70 43.60 '1*
70.. 14 47.4

80 48.04

90 82.40

96 66.03

98 87.24

100 88.98 59.01



VARIATION PRESSURE ETHYL ALCOHOLPARTIAL VAPOUR
SOLUTIONSWITH CONCENTRATION ALCOHOL IN AQUEOUS

Partial Vapour Pressure of Ethyl Alcohol



pel

PS

The partial free energies of alcohol in th© solution©

are determined by the themodyneciioal equation which

shows that the partial nolel free energy of alcohol In

the solution,

« pfc* + KT log pg / pgr (1).

«tiere Wp° » molal froo energy of puro liquid alcohol,

« vapour pressure of pure liquid alcohol,

» partial vapour pre©sure of alcohol over

the given solution, all at the saxae

temperature,

flow, for the dilute solutions for which the linearity

holds, wo have

PP. « * »

whore % » molar fraction of alcohol in the solution

k » a constant,

■Therefore, for those solutions,

?p » rp® + JIT log k Hp / pp°
or

where

e' * RT log M<*> ,

(8).

(3),

a Fo« + RT log k /
as FgO * BT log pg / Hp po°

1, o,, FpO* o Fg° « HT log PR / pg° (4).

In dilute solutions the variation of the partial free

energy with the molar fraction of alcohol Is in accor¬

d-noo with (Si and Fp°* can be regarded as the standard

partial free energy of alcohol An dilute aqueous solutions,

(It represents the free energy in very dilute solutions

when correction is mde for concentration)

(Fo®' - Fo°) nay bo taken to represent the difference

between the free energy of alcohol in pure alcohol and

In dilute aqueous solution.



It fans boon shown fay aitlor (roc Roy, soo,, X35A,

564 # 1935} from the available data of a few alcohols#

which wero obtained at different temperatures# that

this quantity appears to Inoroooo fay a constant stnounfc

In the series of aliphatic alcohols# for each additions1

carbon a tors in tho molecule. The data on wfalofa this

conclusion was based arc gtvon bo low. Methyl and

Propyl alcohol values arc from -rowsky {&# pteyaik, Chen*#

Ql, 1# 1915)# ethyl alcohol values fron Pobaon, also

p/p°mp (pg° * fp°
1.7 314 Oftlo

3,0 651 Oals

7,0 1163 cals
.

In crdor to confirm this relation it was decided

to determine the partial vapour pressures of solutions
.

with water of n-propyl end n-butyl alcohols ct 55 °C.

The method used was the same as that described in
; 1 •

the first port of this thesis.

'•haw and rutlor floco. cit

temp, p/®$ p°

Methyl alcohol 40 445 261

thyl alcohol 26° 180 59

Propyl alcohol 30,5* COO 28.5



WKkitaaigAi,

I, PREPARATION OF MATKHIAI^S.

(a). n * Propyl Alcohol. This was purified by

a method suggested by I>r. Charles ookront (unpublished)
Mitch has the advantages of being both ainpl© and

economical. The impurities in ccnrioroial propyl alcohol

consist of allyl alcohol and water, Xfe io Impossible

to separate the allyl alcohol by fractional distillation

as its boiling point is practically the same (different

workers havo given values of frcm 97,0 to 97,8° for

allyl alcohol, while propyl alcohol boils at 97,19').

Hi© allyl alcohol is converted into dtbromo-propyl

alcohol, which has a high boiling point (about 88Q"'),byj
adding bromine in slight excess• The required amount

of brorain© is found by titrating a aonplo of the propyl

alcohol with potassium bronido-»bromt© solution. The

oxoos" broQlne react© slowly with the propyl alcohol

(being only In slight excess this is inn©tori©!) and

forms brera~proptomldehyd©, w.ich also has a high

boiling point (about 200°), After standing overnight,

the propyl alcohol is fractionated and tho fraction

distilling fron 96 to 98° collected, This fraction is

allow© to otasd over froahly burned quicklime for a

week with, frequent shaking and then refluxed for ton

hours, by which tin© a yellowish tinge has appeared,

and finally frootionatod, the middle third being

collected* This portion distilled at temperatures

which, after correction for pressure, corresponded to

97,19° at 760 nru within + 0.02°. Tho alcohol had a

density of D§5 « 0,7999, (Correct « 0.8001, i.C.T)



<b)* n - Butyl Aleehol• TMa wps prepared from

a 8. 8, H. pp*ptti«tlon in which the only impurity

appeared to be a trace of water* 'The alcohol was

stood over freshly burned quicklime for a week with

frequent shaking end then refluxed for eight hairs,

©ie alcohol ms then froot lorn©ted end the middle portion

collected. The entire range of boiling was 318,19° to

IIS 35® at 775*3 rata, pressure and the portion collected,

distilled from 117.70" to 117,72" (Corrects'/ for pressure)

Correct value « 117*71° 1,0*T, The alcohol had a

density of 0*8055 « D|s ,(I. 0, T* give 0.8057.),

XI, APPARATUS.

This was the sane as that used in the experiments

in the first part of this thesis.

Ill* PfHWBI*JRF.

This was similar to that described in the first

part of this thesis. For the estimation of the

composition of the condensates in the case of propyl

alechol* the method used was exactly the sane excepting

the case of the 96 sola per cent solution. The

interferes©tor calibration curve was found to bo very

flat between about 96 - 100 % (by weight) of alcohol,

and the condenseto had © composition which lay there¬

abouts . The method finally used with this solution

was to obtain about o.l, gram of condensate in the usual

way, end then to dilute this with water, the composition

of the final mixture being on a steeper part of the

jjs
m



interferometer curve. In the ease of butyl alcohol»

the condensate had to bo dilutee! in order to bring the

ooaooaifclo® within tho range of homogeneity at the

water end of the composition scale. The bulk of

condensate obtained by th® passage of about ton litres

of air through th© solution was weighed and then waned,

out into a tared flask with successive ana11 amounts

of water, sufficient to bring the composition down to

about 4 % butyl alcohol {by weight), i.o*, well within

the range of homogeneity, This solution and the flask

wore then weighed, giving by difference the weight of

solution. Samples of the solution wore then compared,

with a standard In the usual my in the intorferonot r

with this difference s that it was mm possible, because

of the greater bulls of liquid, to use a 6,0 era, coll

and thus obtain e reading which gave the greater accuracy

needed to- enable tho composition of th© condenseto

itself to bo calculated with sufficient accuracy.

the compositions of the two phases formed. by butyl

alcohol end water est 26 °C were determined by n method

similar to that used by Sidgwick (J,C,3., 09, 1122, 1911, etc.)

A few solutions wore made up covering e small range of

compositions within which the required composition ley,

according to values found by Hill end Kslisoff (J,A C.S*,

48, 918, 1926) using a volunotric method. The solutions

were in 100 oo, flasks and a standardised thomosaeter

with s wide scale had its bulb covered by the liquid.

Those solutions of tho water phase were earned very



slowly with constant shaking until separation just

occurred, as shown by the sopeerence of a slight

oloodlng offoot duo to the formation of on emulsion,

and the temperature was then road, They war© then

allowed to cool very slowly, still with constant shaking

©net the temperature road at which the cloudiness juat

disappeared, ft was found much easier to read the

temperature with accuracy when ooollng was taking place,

flit temperatures road for any out solution did not

differ by nor© than 0.06" and, after several readings

had been taken, the mean was taken as being correct,

The sea© process was carried out with the solutions of

the alcohol phase, the difference being that hore the

cloudiness disappeared on warning and re-appeared on

cooling, by plotting composition against temporeturo,

it was possible to read off the graph the composition

of each phase at 28liGm Ao libeller, fugsley and

Ferguson (*l.Phys.Ohots., 55, 1314, 1931) had found that

the oonooluto temperature for butyl alcohol and water

in soda glees res 0,4° higher than when in ryraa, the

above experiments wore repeated, using i-yrex flasks,

but no difference was found in the results.



RESULTS;

I* CAIlBRAflOR OP ISTEHFEnOHnSTSR,

(a). n-Propyl alcohol. The calibration valuos

of tho 0,6 on ooll used with solutions of n-propyl

alcohol of tho stated compositions by weight par cent

of alcohol are giver, In table II Aa the differences

oox» 1 $ were much greater than in the oaa© of ethyl

alcohol, it was not possible to use one standard solution

over such a large range. It was found nore convenient

to take the readings by comparing tho condensate with a

solution of suitable concentration, not necessarily

mad© up accurately. tho mem calibration values wore

then found by comparing accurately node up solutions

with this solution, differences for any on© solution

never ©acceding 5 scale divisions. Hi© calibration

curves were assume to bo linear over each short rang©

concerned and are Indicated in Pig. 8* Ap roactaate

values of the standard solutions were as follows s~

A a 50$; B « 69%% G ® 70$; D a 76$J K a 80$ J F « 82$,

TABtr; II.

lean Calibration Values with tandard Colution in R ,

Calibration Solution In T, j 0,6 on ooll, n-PrOH,

Coin, « SoIn,
in R. j In L,

Dial
Reading

coin,Si
in R,

Soln.
In b.

Dial
Reading.

A
A
A
A
D
B
G
C
G
G

27$
28$
42::
45$
67$

<3?

GO I
615

■f

- 60S
«• 340

1920
2078

• 143
- £7

- 1062
- 930
- 669
- 469

G
G
C
D
D
R
E
F
F

67$
08$
69$
72.;
73,
81$
02$
88$
90$

- 339
* 206
- 101

190
282

86
170
437
566



Figure 2♦

INTERFEROMETER CALIBRATION CURVES ; n-PrOH.

Vertical Axes = Wt. % alcohol in L.

Horizontal Axes = Scale Reading.



In the case of the 95 raols per oent solution, the

following results were obtained in determining the

composition of the condensfe&e :

w = weight of condensate,

s = weight of condensate + water added,

i » interferometer reading with _s. in L aid a solution

(B above) approximately 59$ propyl alcohol in R

w gras. s gras. 1 wt.$ ale. wt.$ ale. mean wt.$
in s in w in w

0.5810

0.5868

0.9602

0.9788

154.5

184.5

56.91

56.65

94.08

94.50
94.29

Table III gives the calibration values for the

5.0 cm. cell of the interferometer with solutions of

n-butyl alcohol.

TABLE III.

With 4 % BuOH in R With 3 % BuOH in R

Wt.% alcohol
in L.

Reading Wt.$ alcohol I Reading
in L. 1

4.193 484 3.502 | 1146
1

4.457 1127 3.696 1 1586

4,765 1886
1

I
t

Tiie graphs of these results are indicated in

Figures 3. and 4.

Results for the condensates from the solutions of

butyl alcohol are given In Table W.
* mols per cent butyl alcohol in solution,

w a weight of water and alcohol collected,

s =s weight of condensate + water added,

i = interferometer reading with s in L when

S = weight per cent alcohol in R .



In the case of the 95 raols per cent solution, the

following results wera obtained In determining the

composition of th© oondenslMfce t

w e weight of condensate,

s » weight of oondonoat© ♦ water added,

1 es interferometer reading with jb, in 5 md a solution
(B above) approximately 89# propyl alcohol in B •

w gno, s gno, i wt.$ ale. wt,$ ale. moan wfe„$
in s in iv in w

0,5810

0,6868

0,9602

0.9708

154.5

104.5

56,91

56.65

94.00

94.50
94.29

Table III give© the calibration values for th©

5.0 cm. coll of the interferometer with solutions of

n-hutyl alcohol.

TADBB III.

With 3 % BuOH In R

wt,# alcohol 1 Reading
in |

With 4 % BuOH in n -

t,|» alcohol Reading
in t.

4,193 484

4.457 1127

4,765 1086

3,60k;

5,696

I 1146
\
I 1586
I
I

J

The graphs of those results are indicated In

Figures 3, and 4.

Results for the condensates from the solutions of

butyl alcohol are given in Table 17 •

fig « raolo per oont butyl alcohol in solution,
w a weight of water and alcohol col3 octed,

s a weight of condensate ♦ water added.

1 » interferometer reading with b In L when

3 » weight per cetVp alcohol In R .



Figure 5.

INTERFEROMETER CALIBRATION CURVE. n-BuOH. 4 % alcohol in R.

•506

-2.0 0

\G0

u-i b, i u 5 u u us ti b u-y u e.

Wt. % Alcohol in L.



Figure 4.

INTERFEROMETER CALIBRATION CURVE. n-BuOH. 3 % Alcohol in R.

Wt. % Alcohol in L.



TABLE IV.

Na w s i S wt$ ale wt$ ale mean vrt%
in s. in w. in w.

0.5699 4.1022 1839 4 4.7?4 34.15
1 34.29

0.4960 3.6071 1816 4 4.735 34.43

0.8584 9.5089 504 4 4.202 46.55
H 46.50

0.9377 10.3462 523 4 4.210 46.45

0.6398 9.5286 1159 3 3.508 52.24
70 52.15

0.9562 14.2528 1122 3 3.492 52.05

0.3788 6.6488 1603 3 3.703 65.0
85 65.0

0.4309 7.5981 1563 3 3.686 65.0

II. DETERMINATION OF THE COMPOSITIONS OF THE TWO PHASES

OF n-BUTYL ALCOHOL AND WATER IN EQUILIBRIUM AT 25°C.

The equilibrium temperatures for the different

solutions, determined as described above, were as follows

Wt. % BuOH Temperature
TABLE V.

Wt. % BuOH Temperature

7.497

7.407

7.318

7.202

7.090

7.016

22.60°

23.70°

24.85°

26.40°

28.06°

29.18°

79.28

79.50

79.73

80.01

30.83°

27.45°

23.40°

18.45°

7 Sr1 ? Lf

7 °i ■

71 "n

tirv ■ < <-*

3 b'

) o

VO

< < .

£ l\ 'C

7r if vo

>3r vs'

o

mK



T'BLE XV.

n# w 8 i 3 wt;t» a lo¬ wtjl ale mean vit%
in a. in w. in w.

0.6699 4.1022 1839 4 4.7*4 34,1$
—

1 34.29
0,4960 3,6071 1816 4 4.736 34.43

0.8584 9.6009 604 4 4,202 40.66
E 46.50

0.9377 10,3462 623 4 4,210 46.46

0.6398 9.6266 1159 3 3,6o8 62,24
70 . 16

0.9662 14.2620 1122 3 3.492 62.05

0.3788 6.6460 1603 3 3.703 65.0
m 65.0

0.4309 7.5981 1563 3 3.686 66.0

II. DETEHMIN/sTION OF THE COMPOSITIONS OF «Bf T O PHASES

OF n-BOm AIjOOHOL AND r.ATER IN KQUILIIiRJUM AT £6°C.

Tho equilibrium temperatures for tho different

solutions, determined as dooorib©a above, wore ao follows s-

TABLK V-
wt, % BiiOB Teraperaturo I "i t. % BaOH Temperature,

. — | — —-—-

7.497 22,60° I 79,2^ 80.85°
\

7.407 23.70° | 79.60 27.46°
I

7,318 24.86° I 79.73 23,40°
I

7.202 26.40' 1 80.01 18.46°
»

7,090 28.06° I
t

7.016 29.18° |



TABI.8 V.

Wt. {I BttOH Toaporetur© I Wt» $ buOH
*

f,ecipearatur©

T
I
i
i
I
t
»
I
I
I
I
I
I

7.497

7.407

7,518

7.202

7.090

7.016

22.60°

25.70°

24,86°

86,40°

28,06°

29,18°

79.28

79.60

79.75

80,01

30.83°

27.45°

23.40°

18.46°

Frcta the graphs of those results (Figs. 8 and 6)

the compositions of the two phases wore found to bo t

'

ator phase a 7.31 % (wt.) BuOH or 1.082 nclc %.
Alcohol Phase « 79.64 % (wt.) BttOtl or 46.76 molo $,

at 26°0,

The values obtained by Hill and hallaoff, (loo.oit.)

are given below in Table Va,

TABLE 7a.

vt, % BUOH Temperature i wt. BuOH
I

Temperature

8.21

7.81

7.35

7.08

6.88

1 "
16° \ 78.94

I
80° I 79.66

1
26° 1 79,73

t
30° j 79.93
35° 1 80.14

1

35°

80°

26°

20°

15°

The close agreement between those two ©eta of

resulta Is mad© evident in Figs. 6 and o.



Figure 5.

n- Butyl Alcohol VARIATION OF COMPOSITION OF WATER PHASE WITH TEM]
I TEMPERATURE p

Composition; Wt. % BuOH.



COMPOSITION OP ALCOHOL PHASEAlcohol VARIATION
TEMPERATUREWITH

BuOHComposition



Ill, PARTIAL VAPOUR jpRKr-rURES OF n-PROPYL AMD g-BlflnCL
AI0QUQL8 IN SOLUTIONS WITH VAYXRt

In Tables VI a, and VI b. aro detailed the

experimental rosulta for solutions of propyl alcohol

and butyl alcohol, respectively.

riR « nolo per cont alcohol in solution,
iv « weight of water and alcohol collected,

V «s volume of air used (V » 775,7 CO.),

P » atmospheric pressure,

Pvr and pn « respective partial vapour pressures of
water and alcohol,

In Figs 7 and 8, wo have, for propyl and butyl

alcohols, respectively, the variations of partial

vapour pressure

ding to Fig, 1,

In Fig, 9.

vaoour prossure

in solutions of

with concentration of alcohol, oorrospon-

for ethyl alcohol.

are shown the variations of tho partial

of water with concentration of alcohol

ethyl, n-propyl and n-butyl alcohols.



TABLE ¥1 a.

??ij w Bonn w ¥/V P Moan P wt. ^ wt, $ pB
gra», «cn. ale, wetor

0.0752 740
1 0.07625 S 737.6 27,64 72,36 2.676 23,35

0.0763 736

0,0943 766
2 0.0943 3 763 41.73 66.27 6.048 23.49

0,0943 761

0 0030 770
5 0.09296 2 771,6 60.77 39.23 10.80 23.24

0.0929 775

0.1048 787
10 # 0.1048 2 761.8 65,88 34,12 13.16 22.71

0,1048 766

0,1064 777
80 0.1054 2 776 67.40 32.60 13.68 21.85

0,1084 776

0 1086 744
40 0.10856 2 747.6 68.51 31.49 14.16 21.69

0.1068 751

0.1127 788
60 0.11266 2 769 7 ,12 27.88 18.49 19 95

0.1128 762

0.1138 747
80 0.1138 2 748.6 81,56 18.44 17.79 15.40

0,1138 750

0.1131 769
90 0.1131 2 761.6 88.,60 11.20 19.36 8.135

0.1131 764

0.1141 771
96 0,1141 2 770.6 $4.29 6.71 20.0 42

0.1141 766

100
0.1120 770

0.1119 0.1120 2 774 769 100 0 21.76 0

0,1121 763



TABU? VI b

Ma w »®an w ¥/V F Moan F wi. £ wt, $ pm
©as, .ees» ale. water

Q 3108 76©
1 * 0.1108 4 758 765 34.20 ©5,71 2#97 S3.4.

0,1108 764

1.882 0.1008
to 0,1008 3 76© 46.50 55.50 4.87 23#0i

48 7© 0.1008 78©

0.098© 75©
70 0.0987 3 786 52.16 47.86 8,37 20.2'

0.0988

0,0873 708
85 0.0873 8 76© ©8.00 35,00 6.98 13.81

0.0873 767

0.1082
100 0.1082 6 756 786.6 100 0 6.96 0

0,1082 766



Figure 7.

VARIATION OF PARTIAL VAPOUR PRESSURE OF n-PROPYL ALCOHOL
WITH CONCENTRATION OF ALCOHOL IN AQUEOUS SOLUTIONS.

Partial Vapour Pressure of n-Propyl Alcohol.



Figure 8

ALGOHOLBUTYLPRESSUREVAPOURVARIATION PARTIAL
SOLUTIONSAQUEOUSALGOHOLCONCENTRATIONVITH

AlcoholButylVapour



Figure 9.

VARIATIONS OF THE PARTIAL VAPOUR PRESSURE OF WATER
IN SOLUTIONS OF ETHYL, n-PROPYL AND n-BUTYL ALCOHOLS.

Partial Vapour Pressure of 'Water.



Dircu.'-.riofi.

On plotting values of Pa/H* oorreaoon&ing to low

concentrations of eaoh of the three alcohols,ethyl,

n-propyl, and n~butyl against % » the curves shown in

Fig. 10. woro obtained. The actual values will be

found In Table VII, Extradiating these curve® to the •

axes % a o , wo obtain tlio values of Pt»/®n for
infinitely dilute solutions of tho alcohols in water,

and will refer to those as • The experimental

errors in the d©torstlna11on of the partial vapour

pressures in the dilute solution® are greatly magnified

by tills method. fnoofch ourves were drawn through the

points and the following values of ({Vt/sr«)a were taken
f as' the moat probable s

UtOH * ('Pn/'^mJn « *.JL8
PrOH : !pa/^)p « 2,BS
Buoe j <p*i/n„>0 « a.s
these beoosn, respectively, 210, 283 and 360, when

is expressed as nolo fraction.

flow wo can employ those results for substitution

in equation (4) above, when fcho following results ar©

obtained :

Thoso results justify fairly definitely the original
assumption that the differences are constant for ©aoh

w»,>. c » F^°') Biff
-tOB 218 68,98 3.70

n-FSK>H 883 21.76 13.01

n-BaOH 360 6.96 60.89

additional 0% group In the alcohol noloculo



TABEE ¥31,

Ethyl Propyl Butyl

% Pa/fla f % P«/% f Ps/Bo f

2 3 .04 0.03© 1 2,67© 0,94© 1 8.97 0.849

4 3.04 0.936 2 2.624 0.892 1.80 2.69 0.740

6.4 1.92 0,880 5 2.160 0.763 48.0 0.0999 0.02864

36 1.168 0,633 10 1,316 0,464 70 0,0767 0.0819

60 0,733 0.33© 20 0.6776 0.239 86 0.0704 0.0201

70 0.623 0.286 40 0,354 0.12© 100 0.069© 0.0200

80 0.6006 0.276 60 0 « 2©0&» 0.0912

00 0.5824 0.267 80 0.2284 0.0786

96 0,6898 0.270 90 0.2161 0.0760

98 0.6841 0.268 96 0.8190 0.0773

100 0,5898 0.270 100 0.818© 0.0778



plotted Ethyl Propyl Butyl Alcohols

% ft oh



In o stellar way to the ®bov© It la possible to

obtain the following approximate results for th© values

of (Pvi/S^)^ for water In solution* of these three
alcohols s

mm i (pViV>e 88 o.eo
FtOJt j (Pw/lOo • 0.91'
BUOH t (Pw/^o « 1.15

2
(P©/®S)0

racy ba taken as the activity coefficient of an alcohol

In aqueous solution, whore the activity coefficient to

unity in Infinitely dilute solution. The result of

clotting f against % for ason of the alcohols Is shown

In Fir♦ 11., these curves, of course, being of the acme

form as those of (Pn/Um) . against . The aurvon

arc seen to be regular in .the osee of both ethyl and

oropyl alcohol and Hie butyl alcohol curve Is completed

by the dotted line, assuming that it would also toe

regular and of the cam© general form. There is

considerable latitude In choice of position for the

dotted line but, assuming It to occupy the position

Indicated, wo can calculate what. pn would be over the

range of non-homogeneous solution© of butyl alcohol and

■:7ator. The ap roxlnnto values are dotted In Fig. 12,

Corresponding to Fig, 11,« we have plotted In Fig,

the values of f for water In solution of each of the

three alcohols. As these values ©re not obtainable

accurately, the actual figures ere not detailed.

13.
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Again, the curve for water in butyl alcohol is assuuod

to b© uniform with the others and the values of f%

derived from th© curve drawn ar© defctec as a dotted

lino in Fir. IF>

3S&© ©boorv«x3 partial vapour pressures do not give

good agreement wife Bancroft1s equation (loo., olt.)

while llildebrana1 s equation does not apply over th©

whole range (this is not ©ur,orieltig, as MMebrand*s

equation was designed for non*polar solutes). A simple

equation, which reproduces the value© over th© whole

range of concentration*-?, ha© not been found.



mw:mY,

(1). *Ri® partial vapour pressures of binary solutions

of n*propyl and n-butyl alcohola with eater have boon

measured at 26°0. , using an air-bubbling method,

(2) « The compositions of the tw© phases formed by

n-fcutyl alcohol and water at 8b°0. have bean determined

by a method similar to that used by Sidgwiek with other

two-phase liquid systems end the results agree fairly

closely with Hill and '.'alieoff *s, using an entirely

different method.,

{3). It has boon shown that,In the series of aliphatic

alcohols, the function (Fg° - Fg®*) appears to lucre®so

by a constant amount for ewory additional CB<~ group in

the alcohol molecule.

(4), the activities of the three alcohols, ethyl,

n-propyl, ant! n-butyl and of water are shown to give

regular curves when plotted against alcohol concentration,

(8). Prom analogy with ethyl and n-prooyl alcohols,

the vapour pressure curves for butyl alcohol and water

arc continued over the non-homogeneous range,

(6), It has been found impossible to obtain a simple

equation to represent the values obtained over the

whole range of concentrations,

ooOeo---

ln conclusion, I wish to express ny thanks to

Dr. J, A, V. Butler for his deep interest in the work

mmI for Ms mny valuable curroations.


